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PJR SERVICES BULLETIN
BOREDOM BEATER
(Answer at the bottom of the page)

'How do you make the number 7 even
without addition, subtraction,
multiplication, or division?'

Welcome...
to Wickford Church of
England School. We have just
started a window cleaning
contract with them and are
very pleased to have them
on boardi

As we continue to grow throughout
Essex, we try to get our message out
to as many people as possible. Since
the start of Covid, rather than our
business receding, we have found that
a number of establishments have
required further services to stay in line
with government advice. This has
obviously been positive news for us
and our customers who can still
operate within the guidelines.
With this in mind, we have contacted a
large number of schools and housing
associations reminding them of all the
services on offer.

We have already had a couple of
schools enquire and one has taken
on a full window cleaning package
with us (see our official welcome,
right).
This seems like a good time to
remind you all of the services we
offer outside of internal cleans and
maintaining grounds. Our window
cleaning packages can be used to
help sanitise premises internally
(internal windows,handles and sills)
and externally with guttering and
panes. So if you, like the local
schools that contacted us, need that
extra touch, we will be happy to pop
by and give you a quote.

HALCYON DAYS

NOVEMBER RAIN

Loading up vans with
waterproofs on today.
Bit of hope as it's
meant to brighten up
later. #essex #vans
#groundsmaintenance

PAUL'S MONTHLY
TIP...

As autumn turns to winter, your main jobs in
the garden or your commercial grounds are
mostly about protecting plants and structures
from the wilder weather to come. These are
the main things you need to do in Nov:
Insulate your outdoor containers from frosts,
using hessian or bubble wrap.
Raise pots off the ground using bricks or 'pot
feet', to prevent water logging.
Encourage hungry birds by investing in bird
baths and bird feeders. Birds will keep pest
numbers on your grounds down and bring joy
on a bleak winter’s day.

Teaser Answer:Drop the 'S'

It's been encouraging to hear back
already from businesses looking to up
the anti in these Corona stricken times.
Now we are well into late Autumn, you
may need a little bit of sunshine! So
why not head over to our Youtube
channel and check out a recent video
of our crew line-marking back in the
summer. The fields were really dry as
you will see. Of course with all the
recent rain, that is now really hard to
believe.

Social Media Stories

@pjrservices

It's nearing the end of the year, but we are still seeing new
business coming in, especially via a bit of a marketing
drive this month...

